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Bug Fixes
ID :
Short Description:
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Full Description:

1671

Fixed in version :

4.1.1

tableAction problem
using version 4.1.0 $tableaction(kWriTblActPrevCell) keeps returning ktrue with a table containing
only one column.
This was not the case with version 4.0.1
I uses this return code to get the 1st cell of current row and the code now enters an endless loop:
Calculate lRow as iRefEdit.$curtblrowid
While iRefEdit.$tableaction(kWriTblActPrevCell)
If lRow<>iRefEdit.$curtblrowid
Do iRefEdit.$tableaction(kWriTblActNextCell)
Break to end of loop
End If
End While
In the same manner, .$tableaction(kWriTblActNextCell) does not return false with a table containing
only one column

Comments :

This issue was due to an existing logic error which has been exacerbated by additional warning errors
that were reported erroneously when loading a document. The existing logic error was: if after calling
$loaddata the warning messages were not retrieved by querying the $docwarnings property, the
warning error -13, instead of the true method result, would be returned by subsequent method calls.
We have updated the code so methods will only report a warning error if a new warning was generated
during that method call. Note that the list of warnings is only cleared after querying the property
$docwarnings.
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Fixed in version :

4.1.1

OWrite fails to load in Studio 4.1
Seems that 4.0.1 is not compatible with Older (Not updated
versions of Windows. Getting a component failed to load
message on Windows 7, Windows VISTA, Windows XP and
Windows Server 2003.
The four Windows 7 machines that his shows up on are
systems a customer has offline and hence never received
Microsoft updates.

Comments :

This issue was caused by our latest build tools having incorrectly converted our projects which may
also effected earlier version of OWrite. We have rectified the OWrite projects for version 4.1.1. Should
you require earlier version please contact technical support using the online support contact form.
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Fixed in version :

4.1.2

Table with only one line does not show evaluated content
I insert a table to display the contents of a list.
When I do "evaldocument", if the list has only one line,
it doesn't work but if it has more than one line the content is shown correctly.
In the provided example, both the table and the result list had an equal number of lines (1 line in this
case), so no additional table rows were inserted during evaluation.
It appears that when no new rows are inserted when evaluating a document, the document is not
marked as modified, even when the cell content of the existing cells has changed. It appears that your
sample code tests the modified flag prior to saving the document for display on the client.
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We have made sure that if the content of a document is altered during evaluation, the document is now
always marked as modified.
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